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MEMORANDUM OF ARGUMENT 

 

PART I: STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A.  Overview  

1. This case raises important legal issues regarding the law of proprietary estoppel. In 

particular, what is the proper test for proprietary estoppel? And should proprietary estoppel 

include claims based on a promise where the promisor had a contingent future interest in 

the property?  

 

2. The Applicant, Max Cowper-Smith (“Max”) and the Respondent, Gloria Morgan 

(“Gloria”) are brother and sister. In 2007, Max made an agreement with Gloria that he 

would retire from his legal career in England and return to Canada to look after their 

mother, Elizabeth. One of the conditions of their agreement was that Gloria, after 

Elizabeth’s death, would sell her one-third interest in Elizabeth’s Victorian home (the 

“Property”) to Max.  

 

3. It was later discovered that Gloria had unduly influenced Elizabeth into disinheriting Max 

and his brother, Nathan, and had repeatedly misrepresented the situation in order to cover 

up her actions. Gloria also reneged on her promise to Max, refusing to sell him her one-

third interest in the Property. Instead, after Elizabeth’s death, Gloria took the position that 

the Property and other assets were hers absolutely.  

 

4. At trial, the judge applied the doctrine of proprietary estoppel to conclude that Max was 

entitled to purchase Gloria’s one-third interest in the Property. But on appeal, the appeal 

court divided on this issue.  

 

5. Smith JA, in dissent, agreed with the trial judge that the elements of proprietary estoppel 

had been established. In her view, Max’s reliance on Gloria’s assurance was reasonable 

because there was no possibility that Elizabeth would have changed or rescinded the 

transactions in place with Gloria.  
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6. But the appeal court majority held that proprietary estoppel did not apply. In their view, it 

was not reasonable for Max to have relied on Gloria’s promise because she was not at the 

time the owner of the Property.  

 

7. In reaching this decision, the appeal court majority refused to find that proprietary estoppel 

could include Gloria’s future contingent interest because doing so would “untie” the test 

for proprietary estoppel from its roots in property. This approach is inconsistent with 

statements by this Court and other authorities which support a move away from rigid 

limitations to proprietary estoppel towards a more flexible approach focused on providing 

equitable relief for the harm caused by unconscionable conduct.  

 

8. Moreover, it is clear from this case and other appellate decisions in Canada that there is 

uncertainty with respect to the proper test to apply for proprietary estoppel. Although the 

courts have indicated that the historic “five probanda” test is no longer correct, some 

courts—including the appeal court majority below—continue to rely on elements of this 

test. Statements of the “modern” test at the appellate level also vary. And although this 

Court has recognized a need to move away from rigid limitations with regards to estoppel 

generally, there has to date been no clear statement from this Court with respect to the 

proper test for proprietary estoppel.  

 

9. Finally, this case provides an ideal fact scenario for consideration of the law of proprietary 

estoppel by this Court because the relevant findings are clear—Gloria  induced Max to rely 

on her promise to his detriment, and the equities clearly favour Max in view of the judge’s 

findings of undue influence and misrepresentation by Gloria.  

 

B. Factual Background 

10. This application for leave to appeal arises in the context of a case which also involved a 

separate dispute over the estate of the late Elizabeth Flora Cowper-Smith.  Those issues 

provide a background to the facts relevant to this application for leave to appeal. 
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11. Elizabeth was predeceased by her husband, Arthur Cowper-Smith. The respondents below, 

Max Wayne Cowper-Smith and Nathan Cowper-Smith (“Nathan”) are Elizabeth's sons. 

The appellant below, Gloria Lynn Morgan is her daughter. 

 

12. In January 2002, Elizabeth executed her last will and testament. The will appointed Gloria 

as her executrix and divided Elizabeth's estate equally among her three children.  

 

13. In July 2007, to avoid Elizabeth going into a retirement home, Max made an agreement 

with Gloria that he would leave his life in London and return to Canada to care for their 

mother.  The agreement was subject to a number of conditions, including the following:  

 

a.  Max would live permanently with Elizabeth at the Property,  

b. Gloria would sell her one-third interest in the Property to Max upon Elizabeth's 

death, and 

c. Max would be reimbursed for his expenses in caring for Elizabeth.  

 

14. Based on this agreement, Max moved into the Property and assumed the full-time care of 

Elizabeth until her death. At trial, the judge found as a fact that "Max would [not] have 

moved to Victoria and left his life in England without Gloria's agreement to his terms". 

Reasons of the British Columbia Supreme Court,  
2015 BCSC 1170, (“BCSC Reasons”), para. 114 

 

15. In 2009, Max learned that the Property had been transferred into the joint names of his 

mother and Gloria. The Property (valued at approximately $300,000) and Investments 

(valued at approximately $600,000) were held in trust through a Declaration of Trust which 

named Elizabeth as the beneficiary and Gloria as bare trustee. The Declaration of Trust 

also provided that upon Elizabeth's death, Gloria was entitled to both assets "absolutely". 

The effect of these transactions was to render Elizabeth's estate devoid of any significant 

assets. 

 

16. At that time, Gloria assured Max that he would receive one-third of everything and that 

Max could purchase her one-third interest in the Property.  
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17. In January 2011, after Elizabeth's death, Gloria again confirmed that the Property would 

be divided into thirds to be shared by the siblings, and that Max could buy her one-third 

interest in the Property. However, she took no steps to give effect to these assurances.  

 

18. In April 2011, Gloria took the position that the Property and Investments were hers 

absolutely, and advised Max and Nathan that she was going to sell the Property on the open 

market. 

 

C. Judicial History 

 

(i) Supreme Court of British Columbia 

19. Max and Nathan commenced an action against Gloria, claiming that she held certain assets, 

including the Property and Investments, in trust for Elizabeth’s estate which was to be 

distributed in accordance with Elizabeth’s 2002 will. 

 

20. At trial, the judge gave little weight to Gloria’s evidence, and expressly preferred the 

evidence of Max and Nathan. The trial judge found that “(i) [Gloria] was ‘an unreliable 

and unbelievable witness’; (ii) she was ‘hostile, argumentative and evasive’; and (iii) 

‘[s]ignificant elements of her evidence were patently untrue’”. The trial judge also found 

that a presumption of undue influence had not been rebutted by Gloria, and that actual 

undue influence had been exerted over Elizabeth by both Gloria and her husband.  

 
Reasons of the British Columbia Court of Appeal,  

2016 BCCA 200 (“BCCA Reasons”), paras. 38, 41 
 

21. The trial judge concluded that the assets received by Gloria on Elizabeth's death were held 

by her on a presumptive trust for Elizabeth's estate. The judge declared that the Property 

and Investments were assets belonging to Elizabeth's estate and were to be distributed in 

accordance with her 2002 last will and testament. 
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22. The trial judge also decided that Max was entitled to purchase Gloria’s interest in the 

Property because the elements of proprietary estoppel had been established: (i) Gloria's 

assurance that Max could purchase her one-third interest in the Property was reliable; (ii) 

Max relied on that assurance to his detriment by retiring from his legal practice and 

returning to Victoria in 2007 to take care of their mother; and (iii) his reliance on Gloria's 

assurance was reasonable.  

BCSC Reasons, para. 47 

 

(ii) Court of Appeal for British Columbia 

23. The appeal court upheld the trial judge’s decision with respect to the Declaration of Trust, 

concluding that the Property and Investments were held by Gloria in trust for Elizabeth’s 

estate.  

 

24. But the appeal court divided with respect to Max’s right to purchase Gloria’s one-third 

interest in the Property.  

 

25. In dissent, Smith J.A. agreed with the trial judge that the elements of proprietary estoppel 

had been established. She found that Max’s reliance on Gloria’s promise was reasonable 

because there was no possibility that Elizabeth would have changed or rescinded the 

transactions before her death due to Gloria’s undue influence over Elizabeth. 

 

26. But the appeal court majority found that Max’s reliance on Gloria’s promise was not 

reasonable because Gloria was not the “owner” of the Property and because the fulfillment 

of Gloria's promise was conditional on her mother's actions and outside Gloria’s control.  

 

27. In the opinion of the majority, it was uncertain if Gloria would inherit anything from 

Elizabeth—Gloria might have predeceased Elizabeth, or Elizabeth might have changed her 

will. According to the appeal court majority, the fact that Gloria used undue influence to 

obtain de facto control over the Property and Investments did not affect that conclusion. 
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28. More broadly, the appeal court majority refused to expand the scope of proprietary estoppel 

to permit a person to acquire an interest in property by reliance upon an assurance by a 

non-owner, because it would result in “untying” proprietary estoppel from its ties to 

property that distinguish it from other forms of estoppel which can only be used as a shield. 

 

29. The appeal court majority concluded that Max had not acquired a right to purchase Gloria’s 

one-third interest in the Property where Max continues to reside.  

 

 

PART II: STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

 

30. The application for leave to appeal raises the following issues of national and public 

importance that merit consideration by this court: 

 

A. What is the proper test for proprietary estoppel in Canada?  

 

B. Should promise-based proprietary estoppel include claims where, at the time the 

promise was made or relied upon, the promisor’s interest in the property was a 

contingent future interest? 

 

PART III: ARGUMENT 

 

A.    What is the proper test for proprietary estoppel in Canada? 

 

31. As demonstrated by the divided results and expression of the law in the courts below, there 

is uncertainty with respect to the proper test and scope of proprietary estoppel. As recently 

recognized by the Ontario Court of Appeal, “[t]he application of the doctrine of proprietary 

estoppel has received somewhat uneven treatment in Canada.”  

Clarke v. Johnson, 2014 ONCA 237, at para. 47. 
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(i) Evolution of the doctrine of proprietary estoppel 

32. Proprietary estoppel is an anomaly within the larger category of estoppel.  Whereas most 

forms of estoppel are only permitted to be used as a shield, proprietary estoppel may be 

used as a sword. 

 

33. The historic approach to proprietary estoppel— referred to in one English case as "a 

Procrustean bed constructed from some unalterable criteria”—required the following five 

“probanda” or elements:  

 
(i) the plaintiff must have made a ‘mistake’ as to his legal rights;  
 
(ii) the plaintiff must have expended money or must have done some act based on 
that mistaken belief;  
 
(iii) the defendant (the possessor of the legal right) must know of the existence of 
his own right, which is inconsistent with the plaintiff’s claim;  
 
(iv) the defendant must know of the plaintiff’s mistaken belief of his right; and  
 
(v) the defendant must have encouraged the plaintiff to expend money or to do some 
act based on his mistaken belief.  

 

Cowper-Smith v. Morgan, 2016 BCCA 200, at paras. 67, 112 
 

 

34. More recently, the law with respect to proprietary estoppel has evolved to a more flexible 

modern approach which focuses on the equities rather than on set, rigid requirements. As 

noted in the dissenting opinion of Smith J.A. below,  
 

The law of proprietary estoppel has undergone a number of iterations since its 
classic articulation….[T]he law of proprietary estoppel has evolved towards ‘a 
broader and less literal approach’ as described in the oft-cited passage from 
Halsbury’s Law of England…: 
 

The real test is said to be whether upon the facts of the particular case the 
situation has become such that it would be dishonest or unconscionable for 
the plaintiff, or the person having the right sought to be enforced, to continue 
to seek to enforce it. 
 

Cowper-Smith v. Morgan, 2016 BCCA 200, at paras. 67-71, 112 (citations omitted) 
See also Clarke v. Johnson, 2014 ONCA 237 at paras. 41-51 
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(ii) Continued reliance on the historic “five probanda” approach 

35. Nevertheless, despite this evolution, many courts continue to set out various statements of 

the law, and often resort to the traditional five “probanda” when considering proprietary 

estoppel.  As a result, there is uncertainty throughout the case law as to the test which 

should be applied.  

 

36. For example, in Clarke v. Johnson, the Ontario Court of Appeal addressed both the historic 

five probanda approach and the more flexible modern approach because of the uncertainty 

about which test should be applied.   

Clarke v. Johnson, 2014 ONCA 237 at para. 54 

 

37. In a recent case, the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal cited and considered several different 

iterations of the test for proprietary estoppel, including one setting out the traditional five 

probanda.  

Bellton Farms Ltd. v. Campbell, 2016 NSCA 1, at paras. 41, 45-6. 

 

38. Similarly in this case, the appeal court set out both the historic and modern tests, and the 

majority referred back to one of the five “probanda” to justify, in part, its rejection of Max’s 

proprietary estoppel claim.  

Cowper-Smith v. Morgan, at para. 105. 

 

(iii) No clear articulation of the modern approach to proprietary estoppel 

39. In addition to continued confusion in some courts regarding the elements of the historic 

approach, appeal courts have also differed in their expression of the modern test for 

proprietary estoppel.  

 

40. For example, the Ontario Court of Appeal in Clarke v Johnson summarized the principles 

governing proprietary estoppel as follows: 

-  proprietary estoppel may form the basis of a cause of action; 
-  it is not essential that the five probanda be satisfied; 
-  rather, three elements must be established: 
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(i)  the owner of the land induces, encourages or allows the claimant 
to believe that he has or will enjoy some right or benefit over the 
property; 

(ii)  in reliance upon his belief, the claimant acts to his detriment to 
the knowledge of the owner; and 

(iii)  the owner then seeks to take unconscionable advantage of the 
claimant by denying him the right or benefit which he expected to 
receive; 

-  detriment includes expenditures but countervailing benefits may also be 
considered; 

-  reliance may be express or inferred; 
-  if an equity arises, the court has a broad discretion to fashion an 

appropriate remedy. 
 

Clarke v. Johnson, 2014 ONCA 237 at para. 52. 
 

41. The governing principles set out by the Ontario Court of Appeal above have been implicitly 

accepted by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.  

Van Burgsteden v. Long, 2014 SKCA 115, at para. 25. 
 

42. However, in British Columbia, the modern iteration of the doctrine of proprietary estoppel 

has been set out in Idle-O Apartments as follows: 
 

 [49] From the foregoing I infer that although proprietary estoppel is, like most 
equitable remedies, flexible and aimed at doing justice, and although the basic 
elements of the doctrine are not to be technically confined, those elements 
must still be made out and an equity established. I reproduce again the 
encapsulation of the doctrine provided recently in Sabey: 

 

1.     Is an equity established? An equity will be established where: 
 

(ii)  There was an assurance or representation, attributable to the 
owner, that the claimant has or will have some right to the 
property, and 

 

(iii)  The claimant relied on this assurance to his or her detriment so 
that it would be unconscionable for the owner to go back on that 
assurance. 

 

2.  If an equity is established, the court must determine the extent of the 
equity and the remedy appropriate to satisfy the equity. 

 
Idle-O Apartments Inc. v. Charlyn Investments Ltd., 2014 BCCA 451, at para. 49. 
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43. A somewhat less detailed but similar statement of the modern approach to that developed 

by the British Columbia Court of Appeal was accepted by the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal 

in Maritime Telegraph—although, as noted above, the appropriate approach in Nova 

Scotia still appears to be in doubt. 

Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Co. v.  
Chateau Lafleur Development Corp., 2001 NSCA 167, at para. 38. 

 

(iv)  This Court has not to date established a clear test for proprietary estoppel 

44. Despite uncertainty and conflicting decisions at the appeal court level, there has to date 

been no clear statement from this Court with respect to the proper test for proprietary 

estoppel.  

 

45. A recent search using the term “proprietary estoppel” did not reveal any Supreme Court of 

Canada cases addressing the test or scope of proprietary estoppel.  This Court has also 

denied leave with respect to proprietary estoppel cases twice in the past three years.   

Bailey v. Barbour Estate, [2016] S.C.C.A. No. 139 
Sabey v. von Hopffgarten Estate, [2014] S.C.C.A. No. 501. 

 

46. In contrast, the House of Lords recently addressed the test for and scope of proprietary 

estoppel in two major cases. In Yeoman's Row Management, the House of Lords confirmed 

that proprietary estoppel relates to property “…usually a right to or over land but, in 

principle, equally available in relation to chattels or choses in action.” And in Thorner v. 

Major, the House of Lords confirmed the elements of proprietary estoppel and the 

necessity that the assurances given to the claimant “… should relate to identified property 

owned (or, perhaps, about to be owned) by the defendant.”  

Yeoman's Row Management Limited and Another v. Cobbe, [2008] UKHL 55 
Thorner v. Major, [2009] UKHL 18. 

 

47. It should also be noted that a general statement made by this Court in Ryan v Moore 

regarding estoppel, including proprietary estoppel, supports a less restrictive approach 

which would move away from strict limitations and place more emphasis on providing a 

remedy for unconscionable conduct:  
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51     The state of the law of estoppel was articulated by Lord Denning in 
Amalgamated Investment & Property Co. (In liquidation) v. Texas Commerce 
International Bank Ltd., [1982] 1 Q.B. 84 (C.A.), at p. 122, as follows: 
 

The doctrine of estoppel is one of the most flexible and useful in the 
armoury of the law. But it has become overloaded with cases. That is why 
I have not gone through them all in this judgment. It has evolved during 
the last 150 years in a sequence of separate developments: proprietary 
estoppel, estoppel by representation of fact, estoppel by acquiescence, and 
promissory estoppel. At the same time it has been sought to be limited by a 
series of maxims: estoppel is only a rule of evidence, estoppel cannot give 
rise to a cause of action, estoppel cannot do away with the need for 
consideration, and so forth. All these can now be seen to merge into one 
general principle shorn of limitations. When the parties to a transaction 
proceed on the basis of an underlying assumption - either of fact or of law 
- whether due to misrepresentation or mistake makes no difference - on 
which they have conducted the dealings between them - neither of them 
will be allowed to go back on that assumption when it would be unfair or 
unjust to allow him to do so. If one of them does seek to go back on it, the 
courts will give the other such remedy as the equity of the case demands. 

 
Ryan v. Moore, 2005 SCC 38, at para. 51. 

 

48. As the case law discussed above illustrates, there is uncertainty in the law with regards to 

the proper test for proprietary estoppel, which often results in confusing reasons setting out 

various formulations of the test to be applied. For this reason it is submitted that guidance 

from this Court is required to provide certainty and clarity in this area of the law. 

 

B.  Should promise-based proprietary estoppel include claims where, at the time the 
promise was made or relied upon, the promisor’s interest in the property was a 
contingent future interest? 

 

49. The main issue in this case is whether proprietary estoppel applies where a promise relates 

to property which was not owned by the promisor at the time when the promise was made 

or relied upon.  

 

50. Despite all the equities in Max’s favour, the appeal court majority in this case decided that 

he had not reasonably relied on Gloria’s promise because she did not beneficially own the 

Property when the promise was made.  
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51. However, as set out below, other authorities—including Snells equity and cases in both 

Australia and the United States—support the view that there is no reason why proprietary 

estoppel should be confined to promises made with regards to property owned or about to 

be owned by the promisor. Instead, equity should “feed” the estoppel where the promise 

relates to property acquired after the promise was made.  

 

(i) Application of promise-based proprietary estoppel to after-acquired property 

52. Promise-based estoppel is a strand of proprietary estoppel that has come into prominence 

only in the past fifty years.   

McGhee et al., Snell's equity, 33rd ed.  
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2014), at para. 12-036 [Tab 5D] 

 

53. Promise-based proprietary estoppel has been described as follows: 

 
A makes a promise that B has or will acquire a right in relation to A’s property. 
 
B, reasonably believing that A’s promise was seriously intended as a promise on 
which B could rely, adopts a particular course of conduct in reliance on A’s 
promise. 
 
If, as a result of that course of conduct, B would then suffer a detriment were A to 
be wholly free to renege on that promise, A comes under a liability to ensure that 
B suffers no such detriment.  
 

Snell's equity, at 12-036 [Tab 5D] 
 

54. The promise-based strand of proprietary estoppel provides a cause of action such that the 

promisor A may be required to transfer the property to B who detrimentally relied on the 

promise.  

Snell's equity, at 12-036 [Tab 5D] 
 

55. In this scenario, as observed in Snell’s equity, it is difficult to see why promise-based 

proprietary estoppel “…should be confined to promises relating to property owned or about 

to be owned by A.”   

Snell's equity, at 12-036 [Tab 5D] citing D. Jackson, "Estoppel as a Sword" (1965) 
81 LQR 223 at 241-243.   
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See also, for an extensive analysis supporting the same conclusion B. McFarlane, 
The Law of Proprietary Estoppel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), at 620-
630.  [Tab 5B] 
 
For a Canadian perspective, see B. MacDougall, Estoppel (Markham: LexisNexis, 
2012), at 451-2. [Tab 5A] 
 

56. On the contrary, promise-based estoppel has been allowed to operate as a cause of action 

beyond the proprietary context in Australia and the United States. 

Snell's equity, at 12-036 [Tab 5D] 
See also D. Nolan, "Following in their footsteps: equitable estoppel 

 in Australia and the United States" (2000) 11 K.C.J.L. 202. 
 

57. The critical reason for the extension of this equitable doctrine in Australia was stated by 

Brennan J. of the High Court of Australia: “It does not accord with principle to hold that 

equity, in seeking to avoid detriment occasioned by unconscionable conduct, can give 

relief in some cases but not in others.” 

Waltons Stores (Interstate) Ltd v Maher [1988] HCA 7, at para. 30 

 

58. One important policy question underlying this debate is identified in Snell’s Equity as 

follows: “…[I]f extended beyond its current limits, would the principle protecting B from 

detriment arising as a result of B’s reasonable reliance on A’s promise, create undue 

uncertainty, or undermine other rules, such as the need for consideration to be present 

before a binding contract can be recognised?” 

Snell's equity, at 12-036 [Tab 5D]   
 

For a Canadian perspective, see B. MacDougall,  
Estoppel (Markham: LexisNexis, 2012), at 451-2. [Tab 5A] 

 

59. These are important questions which should be decided by this Court so that the policy 

concerns can be addressed at the highest level and much needed clarity may be provided.  

 

60. Moreover, the inclusion of promises relating to contingent future interests in the doctrine 

of proprietary estoppel would be in accordance with principles set out by this court in 

similar situations.  
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61. For example, this Court has recently noted, in somewhat analogous circumstances, that 

“…it has long been held that equity will recognize and enforce interests which are granted 

in after-acquired property.” 

Royal Bank of Canada v. Radius Credit Union Ltd., 2010 SCC 48, at para. 20. 

 

62. Specifically, with respect to estoppel, this Court has stated, “… it is a well established 

principle of the law of estoppel, that if a man is estopped from denying that he had a 

particular estate which he has assumed to convey and he afterwards acquires that estate, 

the estoppel is said to be fed on the accrual of the interest which, by force of the estoppel, 

is at once carried over to the party in whose favor the estoppel has been created.” 

Trust and Loan Co. of Upper Canada v. Ruttan (1887), 1 S.C.R. 564, at 586-587. 

 

63. Similarly, the view in England is that “[i]t is not essential that the representor should 

already own the land at the time when the assurance is made.  It will be sufficient if the 

estoppel is subsequently “fed” when the representor acquires the legal estate at a later 

date.” 

M. Pawlowski, The Doctrine of Proprietary Estoppel  
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1996), at 36 [Tab 5C] 

 

64. The leading Canadian text suggests that a similar approach may be taken in Canada. 

According to Bruce MacDougall, “[t]here may well be a feeding of the estoppel technique 

that could be argued for if the owner later gets a sufficient interest, as occurs in estoppel 

by deed, but this technique has not been used in Canada in the context of proprietary 

estoppel.”   

B. MacDougall, Estoppel (Markham: LexisNexis, 2012), at 449 and 458 [Tab 5A] 

 

 (ii) Consideration of this issue in the factual context of this case 

65. This case is an ideal one in which to address these policy concerns for several reasons: 

 

a) the trial judge clearly found that Gloria induced Max to rely on her promise to his 

detriment, and this finding was not challenged on appeal; 
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b) the equities favour granting relief to Max, in view of the judge’s findings of undue 

influence and misrepresentation by Gloria; and 

c)  as a result, this case provides a clear factual backdrop for a consideration of the 

important policy questions shaping the scope of this equitable doctrine.  

 

66. The appeal court majority below refused to find that proprietary estoppel included the 

claim made by Max with respect to his right to purchase Gloria’s one-third interest in the 

Property. In their view, to do so would have the effect of “untying” proprietary estoppel 

from its roots in property, which has historically distinguished this strand of estoppel from 

any other.   

BCCA Reasons, para. 117 

 

67. It is submitted that the appeal court’s approach should not be permitted to stand in light of 

the overriding concern of equity to remedy the harm resulting from unconscionable 

conduct. In this case, Max’s claim relates to a promise made with respect to contingent 

future property which was in fact inherited and is now owned by Gloria. Therefore, it still 

has strong ties to property and represents an extension fully justified by equity’s ability to 

“feed the estoppel”.  Moreover, as discussed above, the historical ties of promise-based 

proprietary estoppel to property have been widely questioned as being arbitrary and 

contrary to the fundamental remedial objectives of equity. 

 

(iii)  Conclusion 

68. For the foregoing reasons, it is submitted that this case presents an ideal opportunity for 

this Court to address these important issues in order to provide guidance with respect to 

the proper test for proprietary estoppel, and the extent to which the doctrine of proprietary 

estoppel should be applied to provide an equitable remedy where there has been clear 

unconscionable conduct.  
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PART IV: SUBMISSIONS ON COSTS 

 

69. The Applicant submits that that costs should be awarded in the cause in accordance with 

this Court’s usual practice if leave to appeal is granted. 

 

PART V: ORDERS SOUGHT 

 

70. The Applicant seeks leave to appeal from the decision of the British Columbia Court of 

Appeal, with costs.  

 

 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 5th day of August 2016. 

 

 

__________________________ 
G. Darren Williams 
Counsel for the Applicant 
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